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Why Conservatives Still Attack Trump
By Dennis Prager

May 30, 2017

When people you know well, admire, and who share your values do something you strongly 
oppose, you have two options:

1) Cease admiring them or 2) try to understand them and change their minds. 

In the case of my conservative friends who still snipe (or worse) at President Trump, I have 
rejected option one. The reason -- beside the fact that I simply like many of them -- is what I refer 
to as "moral bank accounts."

Every time we do good, we make a deposit into our moral bank account. And every time we do 
something bad, we make a withdrawal. These conservatives have made so many deposits into 
their moral bank accounts that, in my view, their accounts all remain firmly in the black.

That means my only choice is option two. But to try to change their minds, I must first try to 
understand their thinking. 

I have concluded that there are a few reasons that explain conservatives who were Never-
Trumpers during the election, and who remain anti-Trump today.

The first and, by far, the greatest reason is this: They do not believe that America is engaged in a 
civil war, with the survival of America as we know it at stake. 

While they strongly differ with the left, they do not regard the left-right battle as an existential battle 
for preserving our nation. On the other hand, I, and other conservative Trump supporters, do.

To read more of this article please click on the following link:
https://townhall.com/columnists/dennisprager/2017/05/30/why-conservatives-still-attack-trump-n2332924

https://townhall.com/columnists/dennisprager/2017/05/30/why-conservatives-still-attack-trump-n2332924


Proof That Liberals Are Stupid
By Bruce Bialosky

May 14, 2017

I rarely use the word stupid.  Most frequently the word I use is ignorant which means lacking 
knowledge or awareness.  Stupid means something significantly different.  Stupidity means lacking
intelligence, understanding, reason, wit and/or good sense.  Republicans have often referred to 
liberals as just plain wrong though some invoked stupidity in a knee-jerk manner.  If you doubted 
that liberals are stupid, we now have proof.

The proof comes from the high priests of the Left – the editorial board of The New York Times.  
What set them off and displayed their complete lack of intelligence and good sense was their 
editorial attacking former President Obama for taking a $400,000 speaking fee from Cantor 
Fitzgerald. In an editorial entitled The Cost of Obama’s Speech, they reacted with shock that he 
would accept such a fee from the forces he was “fighting” against.  And this is not feigned shock 
like Captain Louie in Casablanca.  This is real shock.  

They even quoted his own words from The Audacity of Hope.  I read that book.  I just thought the 
people who fell for his slop were fools.  Now I know they are stupid.

Ruth Marcus joined the chorus of the offended and took to the pages of the Washington Post to 
chastise the Obamas for the $400,000 fee.  The stupidity of the Left was further validated when 
Vox published an article with a title that states the $400,000 fee will undermine everything Obama 
believes in. 

Everything Obama believes in is – Obama.  Did you really think he was going to live by all that 
garbage he was shoveling down your throats?

To read more of this article please click on the following link:

https://townhall.com/columnists/brucebialosky/2017/05/14/proof-that-liberals-are-
stupid-n2325448?
utm_source=thdaily&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=nl&newsletterad=

https://townhall.com/columnists/brucebialosky/2017/05/14/proof-that-liberals-are-stupid-n2325448?utm_source=thdaily&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=nl&newsletterad
https://townhall.com/columnists/brucebialosky/2017/05/14/proof-that-liberals-are-stupid-n2325448?utm_source=thdaily&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=nl&newsletterad
https://townhall.com/columnists/brucebialosky/2017/05/14/proof-that-liberals-are-stupid-n2325448?utm_source=thdaily&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=nl&newsletterad


Best Description of Barack Obama Ever Written!
By Dr. Jack Wheeler

August 26, 2008

The O-man, Barack Hussein Obama, is an eloquently tailored empty suit. No resume, no 
accomplishments, no experience, no original ideas, no understanding of how the economy works, 
no understanding of how the world works, no balls, nothing but abstract, empty rhetoric devoid of 
real substance.

He has no real identity. He is half-white, which he rejects. The rest of him is mostly Arab, which he 
hides but is disclosed by his non-African Arabic surname and his Arabic first and middle names as 
a way to triply proclaim his Arabic parentage to people in Kenya . Only a small part of him is 
African Black from his Luo grandmother, which he pretends he is exclusively.

What he isn’t, not a genetic drop of, is ‘African-American,’ the descendant of enslaved Africans 
brought to America chained in slave ships. He hasn’t a single ancestor who was a slave. Instead, 
his Arab ancestors were slave owners. Slave-trading was the main Arab business in East Africafor 
centuries until the British ended it.

Let that sink in: Obama is not the descendant of slaves, he is the descendant of slave owners. 
Thus he makes the perfect Liberal Messiah.

It’s something Hillary doesn’t understand – how some complete neophyte came out of the blue and
stole the Dem nomination from her. Obamamania is beyond politics and reason. It is a true 
religious cult, whose adherents reject Christianity yet still believe in Original Sin, transferring it from
the evil of being human to the evil of being white.

Thus Obama has become the white liberals’ Christ, offering absolution from the Sin of Being 
White. There is no reason or logic behind it, no faults or flaws of his can diminish it, no arguments 
Hillary could make of any kind can be effective against it. The absurdity of Hypocrisy Clothed In 
Human Flesh being their Savior is all the more cause for liberals to worship him: Credo quia 
absurdum, I believe it because it is absurd.

To read more of this article please click on the following link: 
https://mypoliticalmusings.wordpress.com/2014/06/28/best-description-of-barack-obama-
ever-written-written-by-dr-jack-wheeler/

https://mypoliticalmusings.wordpress.com/2014/06/28/best-description-of-barack-obama-ever-written-written-by-dr-jack-wheeler/
https://mypoliticalmusings.wordpress.com/2014/06/28/best-description-of-barack-obama-ever-written-written-by-dr-jack-wheeler/


Posse Comey Tantrum
By Mark Steyn
May 10, 2017

I'll say this for the suddenly departed FBI honcho James Comey: He's caused enough cases of 
whiplash to collapse Obamacare before the end of the week. The left in particular likes its 
cardboard heroes and cartoon villains drawn in bright Sharpie colors, and Comey insists on 
jumping back and forth between one role and the other like a movie stuntman leaping the roofs 
from northbound to southbound train.

Comey's not going to charge Hillary? What a stand-up guy! The very model of a dedicated public 
servant!

Comey's re-opened the Hillary investigation? What a partisan hack! He's just thrown the election to
Trump! This is literally a police state!

Comey's investigating Trump's ties to Russia? Thank God! This career civil servant is all that 
stands between us and that fascist dictator!

Comey's fingering Huma Abedin for forwarding emails to Carlos Danger? God, this Trump stooge 
won't let up, will he?

Trump's fired Comey? How dare he? This is a crisis for the integrity of our institutions...

Not surprisingly it's hard for these poor folk to keep up - to the point where Stephen Colbert had to 
rebuke his audience for cheering his announcement that Comey had been fired. That would 
have been the appropriate reaction had Obama done it circa November 1st last year. But now it's a
constitutional outrage.

To read more of this article please click on the following link:

https://www.steynonline.com/7790/posse-comey-tantrum#.WRR91ZPKYNE.email

https://www.steynonline.com/7790/posse-comey-tantrum#.WRR91ZPKYNE.email
http://www.breitbart.com/big-hollywood/2017/05/10/stephen-colbert-corrects-audience-cheering-news-comey-firing/


Liberals Are Shocked To Find We’re Starting To Hate Them Right Back
By Kurt Schlichter

May 29, 2017

 
I know it’s theoretically wrong for a Republican candidate to smack around an annoying liberal 
journalist, but that still doesn’t mean that I care. Our ability to care is a finite resource, and, in the 
vast scheme of things, millions of us have chosen to devote exactly none of it toward caring 
enough to engage in fussy self-flagellation because of what happened to Slappy La Brokenshades.

Sorry, not sorry.

And that’s not a good thing, not by any measure, but it is a real thing. Liberals have chosen to 
coarsen our culture. Their validation and encouragement of raw hate, their flouting of laws (Hi 
leakers! Hi Hillary!) and their utter refusal to accept democratic outcomes they disapprove of have 
consequences. What is itself so surprising is how liberals and their media rentboyz are so 
surprised to find that we normals are beginning to feel about them the way they feel about us – and
that we’re starting to act on it. If you hate us, guess what?

We’re going to start hating you right back. 

Cue the boring moralizing and sanctimonious whimpering of the femmy, bow-tied, submissive 
branch of conservatism whose obsolete members were shocked to find themselves left behind by 
the masses to whom these geeks’ sinecures were not the most important objective of the 
movement. This is where they sniff, “We’re better than that,” and one has to ask ,“Who’s we?” 
Because, by nature, people are not better than that. They are not designed to sit back and take it 
while they are abused, condescended to, and told by a classless ruling class that there are now 
two sets of rules and – guess what? –the old rules are only going to be enforced against them.

To read more of this article please click on the following link:

https://townhall.com/columnists/kurtschlichter/2017/05/29/liberals-are-shocked-to-find-
were-starting-to-hate-them-right-back-n2332712

https://townhall.com/columnists/kurtschlichter/2017/05/29/liberals-are-shocked-to-find-were-starting-to-hate-them-right-back-n2332712
https://townhall.com/columnists/kurtschlichter/2017/05/29/liberals-are-shocked-to-find-were-starting-to-hate-them-right-back-n2332712
https://townhall.com/columnists/kurtschlichter


Three Ways to Fight Back Against the Left
By Jack Kerwick
February 16, 2016

Not long ago, I heard a conversation on a nationally syndicated radio program between the host 
and a writer for the New York Post. Both were supporters of President Trump. Referring to the 
relentless intensity of the opposition to the president from the Left, the host asked his guest 
whether  the madness will soon have to come to a head. The Post writer replied, in time, when the 
country improves materially, Trump will get the credit that he deserves and a calm will settle over 
the land.

I wish that I could believe that’s so.

Even if they are certain that he is entitled to it, Leftists will never give this president his due. And for
as long as Trump is in office, and probably even long afterwards, Leftists will spare no occasion to 
manipulate other Americans into seeing things their way.

The American Left has been traumatized by Trump’s upset victory. For that matter, it isn’t just the 
American Left that remains shocked to its core, but Leftists around the world. It is telling that in 
spite of Trump’s massive rallies and the personal connection that he established with his 
supporters, Leftists apparently could not so much as conceive of the possibility that Hillary Clinton 
might lose to the Republican nominee.

Although fake news outlets and their phony polls consistently showed Trump losing in a landslide 
to Clinton, the President won 2,623 American counties compared to Clinton’s 489. If we subtract 
that bluest of blue states, California, Trump would have won the popular vote by more than 1 
million votes (and this is assuming, counterfactually, that there was no voter fraud). If we also 
subtract New York, he would have won by 3 million votes over 48 states.

To read more of this article please click on the following link:

https://amgreatness.com/2017/02/16/three-ways-can-fight-back-left/

https://amgreatness.com/2017/02/16/three-ways-can-fight-back-left/
http://www.investors.com/politics/commentary/its-official-clintons-popular-vote-win-came-entirely-from-california/
http://www.wnd.com/2016/12/trumps-landslide-2623-to-489-among-u-s-counties/
http://nypost.com/2017/01/21/women-across-europe-protest-against-trump/


Enough With The Teddy Bears and Tears:
It's Time To Take Our Civilization Back

by Raheem Kassam
March 23, 2017

Teddy bears, tears, candles, cartoons, murals, mosaics, flowers, flags, projections, hashtags, 
balloons, wreaths, lights, vigils, scarves, and more. These are the best solutions the Western world
seems to come up with every few months when we are slammed by another Islamist terrorist 
attack. We are our own sickness.

Since the world learned of the dozens dead, hundreds injured, and hundreds of thousands affected
by Monday’s attack on the NATO and European Union capital, we have seen an outpouring of 
what is commonly known as “solidarity”. 

This word – most commonly associated with hard-left politics, trades union activism, socialism, and
poseur indie rock bands – has come to mean very little in reality. In effect, “standing in solidarity” 
with someone now means that you have observed the situation, changed your Facebook profile 
picture accordingly, and patted yourself on the back.

And if like dead bodies Facebook profile pictures lost heat, it would be accurate to say that the 
Tricolores that adorned the social media profiles of many had hardly become cold before we were 
all changing the colours of the bands on the flags. From blue to black. From white to yellow. The 
blood red remains.

Because nowadays, teddy bears are the new resolve. They symbolise everything we have become
in response to our way of life being threatened, and our people being slaughtered on our streets: 
inanimate, squishy, and full of crap.

To read more of this article please click on the following link:

http://www.breitbart.com/london/2016/03/23/tears-teddy-bears-but-no-resolve-to-deal-with-islamist-threat-in-europe/

http://www.breitbart.com/london/2016/03/23/tears-teddy-bears-but-no-resolve-to-deal-with-islamist-threat-in-europe/


Protecting Liberty
An Invitation.

In today’s America, Christian business owners and ministry leaders are experiencing a growing 
challenge to their ability to steward their enterprises in a God-honoring way.

One such business owner is Blaine Adamson of Lexington, Kentucky, whose decision to
follow his Christian faith and conscience in his business landed him in court.

Meet Blaine and hear his compelling story, and learn insights and strategies from attorney 
Randall Wenger, Chief Counsel of the Independence Law Center, Kellie Fiedorek of 
Alliance Defending Freedom, and Michael Geer, President of Pennsylvania Family Institute,
on how to effectively respond to these challenges and protect our vital liberties.

Heavy  hors d’oeuvres and dessert will be served.

Please RSVP to Emily Kreps at (717) 545-0600 or ekreps@pafamily.org

This event is not a fundraiser.

Pennsylvania Family Institute ! 23 North Front St ! Harrisburg PA 17101 ! (717) 545-0600 ! pafamily.org

Monday, June 19th

6:30 p.m.

mailto:ekreps@pafamily.org


The Democrat's Second Secession & America's New Civil War
By David Horowitz

May 26, 2017

Senator Kamala Harris is a rising star in the Democratic Party, frequently mentioned on the short-
list of contenders for the next presidential race. In a recent commencement speech at Howard 
University Harris issued a call to arms, urging her audience to rally behind the Democrats’ 
resistance to the Trump administration: “Graduates, indeed we have a fight ahead. This is a fight to
define what kind of country we are, and it’s a fight to determine what country we will be.”

Ignore for a moment the impropriety of addressing a class of students as though they were 
Democratic Party operatives. Focus instead on the statement itself. The call “to define what kind of
country we are” is an ominous agenda for America. Compared to other nations, America is 
absolutely unique in one regard: it is a country defined in its creation. Normally, nations have been 
formed on the basis of common origins, ethnicities, and languages – a modern form of tribalism. In 
contrast, America was created by peoples of diverse origins and ethnicities and on principles that 
were universal. The American union was forged in a set of founding documents that insisted on the
equality of citizens – regardless of origins. The idea that creates the identity “American” is 
summarized in America’s official motto: e pluribus unum – out of many, one.

It took a Civil War and two hundred years of sacrifice and struggle to achieve a polity that 
approached this ideal. If one political faction is now able to redefine the ideal to conform to its own 
sectarian beliefs, the country we have known will cease to exist. But that is just what the current 
creed of the Democratic Party - “identity politics” - entails, and is why the current divisions in our 
political life seem so intractable. Identity politics is, in fact, the antithesis of the American idea. It is 
a reversion to tribal loyalties. It regards diverse origins – colors, ethnicities, genders and classes - 
as primary, and proposes a hierarchy of privilege based on them, which it justifies as a reversal of 
past oppressions.

To read more of this article please click on the following link:

 http://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/266812/democrats-second-secession-americas-new-civil-war-david-
horowitz

http://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/266812/democrats-second-secession-americas-new-civil-war-david-horowitz
http://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/266812/democrats-second-secession-americas-new-civil-war-david-horowitz


The Big Money Behind Fake News
By Daniel Greenfield

May 26, 2017

Fake news is profitable.

The New York Times hit piece on the Comey memo earned the paper its most concurrent readers 
per second. Pretty good for a piece about a piece of paper that the leftist paper had never even 
seen and which was, supposedly, described to it by one of Comey’s associates.

But that didn’t stop it from racking up over 6 million views.

Media fake news isn’t just an agenda. It’s enormously profitable. Hit pieces powered by 
anonymous sources bring in over 100,000 readers in an age when live is king. For individual 
reporters, finding a source, real or fake, that can back up the left’s Trump conspiracy theories can 
put them on the map.  

The Comey story comes from Michael Schmidt who made a name by supposedly finding 
documents relating to media claims of a “Haditha Massacre” in a Baghdad junkyard where “an 
attendant was burning them as fuel to cook a dinner of smoked carp.” It was dashing and also very
convenient.

The claims didn’t hold up in court. Most of the Marine heroes who were dragged through the mud 
over Haditha had their cases dropped. One case dragged out and ultimately came out to very little.
But the New York Times cashed in. And Schmidt did much better out of it than Cpl. Stephen 
Tatum.

Haditha was the Times’ discount version of Mai Lai. Now in a desperate effort to reclaim the glory 
days of the media left, the New York Times and the Washington Post are trying to recreate 
Watergate.

It’s no coincidence that many of the big vital hit pieces aimed at President Trump have come out of
the Washington Post. At the end of last year, the paper owned by Amazon boss Jeff Bezos went 
on a hiring spree. The goal was “quick turnaround investigative reporting”.

To read more of this article please click on the following link:

http://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/266808/big-money-behind-fake-news-daniel-greenfield

http://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/266808/big-money-behind-fake-news-daniel-greenfield



